
From: weblackie [mailto:weblackie@aol.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 2:48 PM 
To: Rice, Berva 

Subject: RE: Pupil Accommodation Review – for Administration, the Board and the ARC.  

 

 

That being said, I would very much appreciate if you could pass on my concerns, as outlined 

below to the above noted recipient's and post to file. 

 

1. I have been, and continue to be a proponent of cost savings, efficiencies, and economies of 

scale for any organizational structure, unless it has a negative impact on it's mission or 

effectiveness. I certainly do not object to school closures, however I view the "Plan" or 

recommendations that have been put forward by the Administration to the Board fails to achieve 

this, in my view. 

 

2. I fail to see the rationale in closing Toniata which I would suggest is one of the best 

performing schools in Brockville based on most of the criteria uner education, including 

occupancy.  

 

3. A decision to retain Toniata, or at least delay any decision to do so, could present the question 

of whether to close Commonwealth or Prince of Wales and combine the student population to 

either.  

 

4. Again in my view, the rationale to close Commonwealth is as follows : 

- additional construction to accommodate the additional students would be no less costly than if 

this were to occur at POW.  

- Commonwealth is located on a busy City street with many motorists disobeying speed zones 

(moreso than at POW lcoated at the end of a residential street ). i.e. a safety issue.  

Closing POW would position the only 2 public schools located south of the railway line in the 

East end of the City - when in fact that the fastest residential growth area is in the West end, 

ando further west of the City limits. 

- a traffic study needs to be completed at both locations, with forward protections. 

- Other than to park school bosses along a busy traffic area of Pearl Street, there is limited safe 

drop off and pick up zones at Commonwealth. Not so at POW.  

- City plans are to widen Bartholomew to facilitate truck traffic entering and exiting the shipping 

/ receiving area of the newly designed BGH. During the construction period, vehicular traffic and 

congestion in this area will greatly increase the risk of student safety. 

- a psychiatric patient unit will be located immediately across the street from Commonwealth 

following the redevelopment at BGH. 

- a process manufacturing facility will be opening next to Commonwealth in early 2017, creating 

additional traffic and a source of potential emissions.  

- POW's under utilization of current student space, similar to that of Commonwealth, could be 

remedied by the demolition of the original building. The student to facility profile at POW with 

the removal of this section, and adding the student base from Commonwealth would enable the 

school board to achieve it's enrollment target.  

 



At this point, I will cut short what I believe is a more rational approach to achieving the 

budgetary objectives of the Board, and will conclude with what I can only hope the Board will 

take into their deliberation.  i.e. the recommendation put forward by the City of Brockville: 

 

"It is apparent that the majority of the information is based on existing conditions and has not 

fully considered the effects of the proposed school closures and student amalgamations. Notably, 

the report fails to assess increased student bussing times, effects of boundary adjustments, 

staffing, economic and social impacts on the residential community, loss of shared community 

spaces, and potential economic impacts on the business community." 

 

Thank you again for the opportunity of making a formal presentation at next week's forum. I 

hope that this response will be reviewed and considered by all concerned in their deliberations.  

 

Regards,  

Wayne Blackwell, MBA 

 


